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Those looking for popular fabrics house 

Romanez at its old Cluny Court Road 

address needn't panic. It has relocated 

to nearby Sime Darby Centre where it 

now occupies a vast 7,000sqf area. 

The space has been put to good use 

with Romanez bringing in more brands, 

such as Lizzo from Spain, and GP & J 

Baker, Mulberry and Parkertex from the 

UK. The lineup, along with the existing 

names like Designers Guild, Pierre 

Frey and Luciano Marcato, has made 

Romanez a veritable fabric wonderland. 

Natural light floods in through 

floor-to-ceiling windows in the 

showroom's three antechambers, 

lending the entire space an ethereal 

sun-drenched look. The windows in 

each chamber feature realistic window 

treatments that showcase fabric ranges. 

The first antechamber replicates a 

breezy living room; the second features 

a cosy bedroom, the third displays 

a modish living room with a subtle 

contemporary vibe. '"You need different 

fabrics to convey different moods in 

each particular area of the home,• 

explains Jennifer Hu, MD of Romanez 

(which is an aural interpretation of 

Romanesque). Living rooms, for 

instance, should be cheerful, a riot 

of happy colours; bedrooms should 

be draped in heavier, more elaborate 

fabrics for a romantic, cocooning feel. 

Imported from Europe, Romanez's 

fabrics boast quality, fine workmanship 

and exceptional design. A cotton or 

linen mix goes for $100 a metre while 

silk, horsehair and embroidered or 

handwoven fabrics will set you back 

$800 a metre. Do check out their lovely 

cushions, lampshades, furnishings and 

sofas. Romanez offers consultation and 

style advice for the design challenged. 
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